
Post Tours 
Sponsored by: 



Day 1: Saturday, September 24th, 2022

• 9:00 a.m. after breakfast at your selected hotel, check out an pick up by 

• Panamazing Travel Team for visiting the rainforest

• 10:00 a.m. arrival to Gamboa Reserve - Gamboa Rainforest Adventure Tour 

• 01:00 p.m. Lunch @ Don Caiman Restaurant 

• 7:00 p.m. Group Dinner at the resort

• Overnight @ Gamboa Rainforest Reserve 

Day 2: Sunday September 25th, 2022

• Day at leisure at the resort for choosing between:

• Take other additional tours that you might be interested such as Embera Indigenous Village Tour

• or El Valle de Anton Crater Tour ( extra cost)

• Enjoy the resort facilities

• Overnight Gamboa Rainforest Reserve 

Day 3: Monday September 26, 2022

• After breakfast, transfer to International Airport for flying back home.

The Post Tour Program includes: 

Program Technical Facts:

Check – in Date: Saturday September 24th, 2022          Maximum number of rooms: 10 SGL 

Check- out Date: Monday September 26th, 2022         

Meal Plan Offered: all meals buffet style included. Drinks included  during meals 

For reservations: please contact Joan Taton at ventasnacionales@bernhotelspanama.com



- Gamboa Rainforest 
Adventure Tour
You will marvel at the experience of the Gamboa jungle green from within, ascending 
about 280 feet from the shadow of the forest floor, through the dense undergrowth and up 
to the canopy sunbathed in its thousand shades of green that is only interrupted by the 
vibrant colors of the flowering trees.

Colorful birds and butterflies abound in Gamboa and you can also find sloths and hear the 
cry of the howler monkey. Once at the top, you will have the opportunity to climb our 
observation tower (also wheelchair accessible), where you will have uninterrupted views 
of the great rainforest of the Soberanía National Park, as well as the narrowest part of the 
Panama Canal.

Once our visit to the Cable Car and Natural Exhibitions is over, we will take a 20-minute 
walk through the heart of the Panama Canal. The boat will slow down and enter the 
labyrinth of jungle islands of Gatun Lake. In this protected area the fauna is abundant, and 
it is probable that we will find capuchin monkeys, sloths, howler monkeys, several kinds of 
toucans, as well as caimans, crocodiles, turtles and butterflies in abundance.

This is an exceptional place to experience the sights and sounds of the jungle. Our trained 
naturalist guides will ensure that you have a unique experience.



• Tucked deep in the mystical Soberanía National 
Park at the meeting place of the Chagres River and 
the Panama Canal, Gamboa Rainforest Reserve is 
an exceptional destination. It’s where 
contemporary comfort and warm, fascinating 
adventures come together to offer the best 
accommodation for experiencing the unspoiled 
beauty of the Panamanian rainforest.
Just 30 minutes from Panama City on 340 acres 
overlooking the Panama Canal, you can commune 
with nature in a pristine environment that 
explorers and pirates once tread. Each of our well-
appointed, eco- lodge-style rooms and suites 
offers an authentic and relaxing escape from the 
bustle and distractions of everyday life.
From exhilarating aerial tram rides, night safaris 
on the Chagres River and Panama Canal kayaking 
adventures to guided boat tours, fishing 
expeditions and much more, Gamboa Rainforest 
Reserve is an exotic vacation sanctuary, where 
individuals, groups and families enjoy memories 
to last a lifetime


